FACILITY ALERT
CAMERA PHONES & PDA’S

- Technology advancements have allowed cell phones and
PDA's (personal digital assistants) to carry new functions - such as cameras that allow users to
secretly photograph objects in front of them while appearing to dial a number.
The ability to snap photos without others knowing has raised significant concern for members
of the O.R.F.A.'s Aquatic Committee. The potential exists for deviant behaviour of camera-phone
users photographing other patrons undressing or showering in locker rooms.
O.R.F.A. President, Dan McArthur recommends that signage be posted immediately that
"Prohibits the use of cell phones, and personal digital assistants in all recreation facility changerooms". "Some of these phones can be used as cameras," said McArthur and "If someone uses a
phone this way and takes a photo and puts it on the Internet, it's a violation of personal privacy
and should not be tolerated by building owners".
What's alarming is how popular, widespread -- and clandestine -- these phones are. Global
sales of mobile phones that can take, send and receive pictures rose 65 percent in the last quarter from 5.2 million units to 8.6 million phones sold, according to market research firm Strategy
Analytics. These numbers do not include snap-on cameras for the phones that can be purchased
for as little as $100.
According to O.R.F.A. Executive Director, John Milton this issue will quickly become a real problem to Association members and the general public at large; much worse than it is now. Cellphones already take better pictures than most video cameras; cell-phones eliminate the evidence
(send it somewhere else), rather than storing it where it can easily be found; unlike video cameras, cell-phones don't require disguises or excuses to be brought into such sensitive areas as
schools, gyms, locker rooms, bathrooms, beaches, etc., etc.

Note:
Special thanks to the City of Pickering, Town of Ajax and City of Waterloo for their input and
sharing of information regarding this Facility Alert.

